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Bio::Blogs #13

Welcome aboard - it’s edition #13 of Bio::Blogs, the monthly compendium of bioinformatics and 
computational biology highlights from around the blogosphere. It’s a bumper edition this month with 28 
posts in all from 18 blogs. Thanks to everyone who submitted posts. 

As with previous editions, this one has a PDF version for your offline enjoyment. I’ve contacted almost 
all the bloggers to make sure that they are happy if their posts are reproduced and nobody objected. All 
posts in the PDF are fully attributed with hyperlinks - we don’t want anyone to think that we’re stealing 
their work for some sort of dubious publication. If I didn’t contact you and you do object, get in touch. 
Please save the forests by printing double-sided. 

Let’s get into it.

Meetings 

July brought us ISMB/ECCB 2007. For those not in the know, ISMB is probably the major international 
bioinformatics conference. It goes for days with literally hundreds of posters and presentations and can 
be somewhat overwhelming. Proceedings are published in a special issue of Bioinformatics which you 
can find here. 

Winner of “first ISMB post” goes to Greg, who posted his impressions from some of the Special Interest 
Group sessions. He includes some links to data visualisation tools, including progress with genome 
browser software. This turned out to be quite prescient, as we’ll see later on. 

Winner of “longest ISMB post” is Suicyte Notes, with impressions from ISMB 2007. A very interesting 
post with observations on the content, style and organisation of ISMB. He notes that there is relatively 
little blogging about the ISMB meeting given its size, although a few posts have appeared since. I 
suspect that some bloggers are still travelling, or perhaps recovering. 

Jason from Bioperl contributes to the excellent Fungal Genomes blog and posted two ISMB articles over 
there. The first is a recap of some of the presentations with an evolution/genomics theme. The second 
recounts a BoF (birds of a feather) meeting about ISCB policies towards open source and open data. By 
all accounts a somewhat frustrating affair that lapsed into ideological debate, rather than focusing on 
the issue of whether software and data used in publications should be made available. Go and read the 
post to learn more about this important issue. 

Jason and many others highlight one of the keynote talks from the BOSC meeting (part of ISMB): Carol 
Goble on seven deadly sins of bioinformatics. Follow that link to see a slideshow of her talk. 

Publishing, open access and open science 

Bioinformaticians tend to be enthusiastic proponents of open access and open science (along with 
chemists and physicists). Our first post in this category comes from Pedro who asks what is the $value$ 
of an editorial decision?. His post includes some interesting - some might say radical - ideas on the 
economics of OA publishing. 

An OA success story is the Public Library of Science. Their journal PLoS ONE is now one year old, an 
occasion noted by the biophysicists at Biocurious. They have some suggestions for ways that you can 
help PLoS celebrate their birthday. 

Depth-First is an excellent chemical informatics blog covering research, software and economics. Two 
posts of note from Rich Apodaca this month. The Journal Deadpool… argues that we would all benefit 
from more information regarding journal subscription cancellations. Rich’s second post addresses one of 
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my favourite topics: the ultimate death of traditional scientific publishing as the sole means of 
promoting our research. I look forward to the day when our blogs are accepted as equal in stature to 
our Nature papers. 

Several people have recommended the blog Perfect Storm to me. In this post, Tiago looks at his Google 
Reader subscriptions and concludes that the blogs are far more interesting than the journal articles. He 
suspects that this is because a blog is a labour of love, but wonders how financial incentives will affect 
blog post quality in the future. 

Mike from Bioinformatics Zen has been trying to gather information from publishers on their attitudes 
towards OA, open science and pre-publication. Here’s what he’s found so far about preprint policies and 
open science. Incidentally, Mike has set up a page at the Nodalpoint wiki to discuss these issues, so do 
contribute there if you can. 

Tutorials and how-tos 

I’m always deeply impressed when bloggers take the time to document detailed computational 
procedures in the form of a tutorial or how-to. We have some great examples this month. 

First up is Mike again with a detailed look at principal components analysis. This is a very useful 
multivariate statistical method which I’ve used a lot myself and he gives a great summary. I’m looking 
forward to future posts on discriminant and correspondence analyses. 

Back over Perfect Storm, Tiago gives us part 3 of a series on developing life science applications for 
multi-core and grid systems. A must-read for developers with an interest in the topic, check out his 
other entries too. 

Did someone say Google Gears? Google’s latest offering allows developers of web applications to 
provide offline functionality. You may know it only from Google Reader so far, but Pierre brings us an 
excellent tutorial, prototype application and code that uses Google Gears to look at protein-protein 
interactions. 

Bosco may be Trapped in the USA, but it doesn’t stop him from doing great structural biology and 
blogging about it. This month he brings us quick and dirty minimization and introduces us to an 
algorithm termed sequential-univariate minimization. 

If you read Alf’s HubLog, you’ll know that he loves a good API. In three short but informative notes this 
month, he looks at APIs for Scopus, Freebase and Wikipedia. Scopus, in case you don’t know of it, is a 
literature database requiring paid subscription and Alf isn’t too impressed with their API. 

My own effort this month is parse the PDB using Bioperl, where I learned something new thanks to a 
comment. Just another example of the value of blogs. 

Software 

A great reason to subscribe to blogs is that they alert you to new resources that you may otherwise 
have missed. Here’s some software that I learned about this month. 

Bosco looks at Coda, a Mac OSX application to improve workflows. He’s finding it especially useful for 
talking to the workhorse Linux cluster from the shiny OSX desktop. 

A while ago at Nature Network, Euan asked about the AJAXification of genome browsers and sparked 
quite a debate. What a lot of us alluded to was a Google Maps-style interface to a genome. Via Pierre, I 
discovered X:Map from Tim Yates. My first impression is that it looks fantastic and is very much what 
people said they would like to see. Go and have a look for yourself. 
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Bertalan is a medical student with an interest in genetics and web 2.0 who blogs at ScienceRoll. He’s 
impressed by PediDraw, an online tool for drawing genetic pedigrees and NextBio, which he describes 
as “just like you’d use Pubmed, but in a more dynamic way”. Check out those tools and his other blog 
posts. 

Computer science 

We bioinformaticians like to tease computer scientists occasionally, but hopefully we’re learning a lot 
from each other too. We have a couple of more CS-related posts this month. 

From the wonderfully-named Leah Culver’s Stupid Blog comes a computer science degree doesn’t hurt 
(much), in which Leah explains that her CS degree is actually useful in her working life! 

In the “short and sweet” category, Tim Bray, who works for Sun Microsystems summarises what XML 
means. I was surprised to learn that XML is almost 10 years old and as Tim says, it’s not perfect, 
irreplaceable or the choice for every application but most times, it does what it says on the tin. 

Joys of research 

Sorry, I couldn’t think of a better title for this section - it covers research ideas, practices and those 
random thoughts that we all have about what it all means and where it’s all going. 

Deepak asks: could peer production work for biological annotation? and wonders whether Freebase, in 
combination with community knowledge offers a system for collective curation and annotation of 
biological data. I enjoyed the statement “normally, I am not the biggest supporter of the wisdom of 
crowds” (witness the continued popularity of Big Brother, for example), but he has some faith in 
collective scientific wisdom. 

Nodalpoint’s “king of puns”, Duncan Hull is off to Science Foo camp this month and he has some 
questions for Google’s founders. I think a lot of us would like to know whether Google are serious about 
biomedical informatics and the possible new services that might stem from that. 

And last, but most definitely not least, is Andrew Walkingshaw. Andrew is part of the very successful 
and influential “open chemistry movement” and blogs on many topics at Brighten the Corners (an 
album by Pavement, if I recall correctly). His post from May, trouble in the message centre, touches on 
something with which many of us are familiar - trying to explain to non-scientists what we do and why 
it’s important. He suggests that we do this best when we are passionate about our work and that given 
the distinct lack of passion in a traditional journal article, it’s important to have other outlets. 

Such as blogs, I would suggest. Happy reading.
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Meetings

Originally published at Nodalpoint on July 21 2007

ISMB 2007 highlights

First up, meet-up(s) details are still being worked out, Roland will be attending tomorrow and David 
Aanensen has suggested getting together after the cocktail reception this evening, meet at the exit 
after the event. I'll try and update via email or this post before I leave tonight. 

This year the SIG ticket was open so, I drifted into talks on on biopathways, alternative splicing, and 
bioontologies, here-in, a few of my picks: 

• The Galaxy data integration system (similar to Pise/SRC) written in Python 
• Mitch Skinner's talk on AJAX genome browser developments. Mitch discussed some of the 

optimization problems involved with dynamically rendering the genome tracks in the browser. 
Basically the Gmaps tiling approach does not scale for the Genome so Mitch is experimenting 
with rendering the tracks in HTML (SVG was tested and abandoned). Slides for the talk can be 
found here 

• Some nice work combining transcription factor data and time course expression data to 
reconstruct dynamic regulatory maps from Jason Ernst, some nice visualizations using their 
DREM software (very nice visualizations). 

I'm doing the tutorials today, Genome browsers in the morning and protein networks in the 
afternoon. Peter Schattner from USCS is giving the Genome browsers tutorial, helpfully he wrote 
an article for PLOS Computational Biology on this topic, which gives an overview on automated 
batch querying of Ensembl and UCSC database (source code included). 

Originally published at Suicyte Notes on July 29 2007

Impressions from ISMB 2007

It has been a few days since I have returned from Vienna where I attended ISMB07 - this year a joint 
meeting with the european ECCB series. With about 200 talks and 1000 posters, far too much material 
to cover it in a blog post. Here a just a few random impressions: 

Venue 

Vienna is a beautiful city (if you like the old European capital architecture with plenty of churches and 
other large representative buildings with lots of gold applications). The weather was far too hot for my 
taste, but the conference center and probably most hotels have good air conditioning. The conference 
center itself was quite pleasant, with plenty of space, decent coffee, and unobtrusive badge controls. I 
must say that I cannot stand these marine-type bouncers with stern expression, enforcing a strict “wear 
your badge at all times if you don’t want to risk being shot without warning” policy. This was the 
impression I had ad several previous ISMBs. I heard complaints that the conference center’s floor plan 
was confusing and that certain poster exhibitions were hard to find. This is probably true, and there also 
was a clear tendency that poster sections close to the coffee had more visitors than those in far away 
places. I am not sure how this can be avoided - unless you have these hangar-type poster halls that 
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can easily accommodate 1000 posters in a single room. 

Façade in Vienna. Image by Suicyte, licensed under a CC attribution license 

Sessions 

When observing the changes in session layout during previous ISMB conferences, it seems that ISMB is 
on its way to a more biological and a more ‘normal’ meeting. For me, ‘normal’ is the way that meetings 
in my area tend to be organized - as these are bioscience meetings, it is well possible that the two 
changes boil down to one: ISMB on its way to biology. However, there is still a long way to go. In the 
old days, ISMB talks were recruited from submissions of full papers, which - upon acceptance - were 
published in the conference proceedings. I have been told that this kind of meeting is customary in the 
computing sciences. This may be true, but the approach is certainly not viable in the life sciences. No 
biologists in their right mind would send their best work to a conference (something like nine months 
before the meeting!) with the sole prospect to be elected as a conference speaker and see your results 
published at an obscure place that can only be seen by other meeting participants. Over the years, the 
conference proceedings became published as special issues in Bioinformatics, which at least is a proper 
journal accessible also for non-participants. However, I am not sure if the conference papers are 
indexed and can be searched by the normal search pages (of the journal, or in Pubmed). Few years 
ago, ISMB introduced the PLoS track, fostering contributions with more relevance to the biosciences. As 
far as I understand, these contributions do not go through the usual ISMB peer review process (with 
rejection rates above 80%) but are refereed and selected by a different process. 

Now, ISMB has another track called ‘Highlight Track’, asking for contributions that have already been 
published within the last year. Initially, I thought that this track is a perversion of the meeting system, 
as in the biosciences you expect people to present new work, which has not been published before. 
While even at bioscience meetings, people often tend to present old work when they are expected to 
present new stuff, nobody likes this practice and repeat offenders risk not being invited to meetings 
anymore. At the end of ISMB07, it turned out that I have spent most of the time in these highlight 
sessions. Here are the reasons why: the highlight talks tended to be more biological, they were typically 
given by more experienced scientist with better presentation skills, rather than young grad students, 
and tended to tackle real problems of broad interest. In case that you, dear reader, are a computer 
scientist, please forgive my ignorance. This was my 8th or 9th ISMB, and in the past years I tried hard 
to understand how mathematicians and computer scientists tick. Unfortunately, I never succeeded. I 
still fail so recognize the beauty of a new new algorithm with highly desirable scaling properties, as long 
as it is applied to biological problem that I consider boring or even moot (e.g. trying to find the provable 
‘best’ solution for something, when there already is an abundance of solutions that are good enough). 
Call me an ignorant, I will not argue. But don’t dare to do, what one (anonymous) lunchtime neighbor 
of mine did: claim that ISMB is not only attended by biologists but also by some scientists. (Btw, the 
latter class was meant to comprise mainly mathematicians) 

There are still big differences between ISMB organization and typical bioscience conferences. If you 
want a slot in the regular program, you still have to submit your whole work (including results, 
discussion etc) many months before the meeting. At a normal meeting ( I am tempted to say “at a real 
scientific meeting”) , you are either invited (meaning that you don’t have to submit anything - the 
organizers trust you to show something interesting) or you have to submit an abstract that will be used 
for the selection. The advantage is that you are able to present results obtained very recently. For 
example, the results presented in my own meeting talks are typically not older than two or three 
months, and on at least one occasion I included a piece of evidence mailed to me by a collaborator 
while the meeting was already underway. Currently, ISMB strongly discourages the presentation of 
timely results. On the other hand, the ISMB system also has its advantages: the selection of speakers is 
less biased and leads to a higher degree of diversity. The normal ‘invitation system’ used in bioscience 
meetings means that you always see the same faces on the speakers podium. For obvious reasons, the 
conference organizers invite the big shots of the field plus a small number of young scientists who can 
be expected to present good data (often because they were postdocs in a big shot lab before they 
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started their own group recently). The selection on the basis of submitted abstracts has a similar 
problem: as not much information is conveyed by the abstracts, it is tempting to select on the basis of 
the submitters name or working place. Summarizing, I would say that the ISMB way is more fair for the 
presenters, while the bioscience way is more agreeable for the listener. 

Keynotes 

At ISMBs, the keynote speakers are the only truly invited people (and supposedly the only ones who 
don’t have to pay for their attendance). As in other meetings, keynote speakers are selected for their 
ability to give entertaining talks. With very few exceptions, they come from the field of biology (maybe 
even the program committee isn’t sure about the idea of a mathematician giving entertaining talks - at 
least in an area relevant to the ISMB folks). Judging by this year’s experience, the ISMB seems to 
emphasize the entertainment component even more than other meetings. I have heard several people 
complain about a lack of science (and substance) in most of the 2007 keynote talks, which were mostly 
gravitating towards historical overviews with some interspersed jokes. N.b. that this does not apply to 
all of this years keynotes. There was also the open-access evangelist Michael Eisen (talking about real 
science), the RNA evangelist John Mattick (talking about how RNA rules the world and proteins are just 
an semi-obsolete remnant from prokaryotic times) and several others. 

Hot topics and trends 

As I had skipped the last three ISMB meetings, I expected to see major changes in the subjects 
covered in comparison to 2003. Surprisingly, this did not really happen, or maybe I just didn’t notice. In 
former times, there were several waves of hot topics sweeping across the field of bioinformatics and 
strongly dominating the ISMB talks. Some examples are neuronal networks (being applied to almost 
everything in the early ISMB days), Hidden Markov Models (applied to sequence analysis, gene finding 
and lots of other topics somewhat later) and Stochastic context-free grammars (applied to RNA topics 
and others). I could not make out such a dominating trend this year. In terms of methods, NNs, HMMs, 
and several others seem to coexist peacefully, sometimes even within the same research groups. If I 
would have to describe one new development, I would mention a certain trend towards extracting large 
data samples from literature or databases (e.g. Pubmed or GEO) and then analyzing them in a very 
generic way that does not require a deep knowledge of the data. I am talking about things like finding 
co-occurring MESH terms in anonymous text bodies, or finding genes that are co-expressed over large 
multi-centric data repositories without wasting any thoughts on what these studies were about. This 
approach is related to what Google does, and seems to be successful if the data bodies are big enough. 
It also bears some resemblance to the “wisdom of the crowds” approach. The idea is that if you poll the 
opinion of a vast number of people, you don’t need experts anymore. Or, if you compare the behaviour 
of some genes over a huge body of random experiments, you no longer need any good experiments. I 
am not really a friend of this approach, but I must admit that the talks on these subjects were not too 
bad. 

Other Blogs 

I did a brief survey to see which other blogs talk about ISMB. Here is a random sampling: 

• Research Remix here and here 
• Nodalpoint: here and here 
• The Beaver: here and here and here 
• Sjoemac: here and here 

For a meeting as big as this one (and a large number of bloggers either supposed to be there or 
actually spotted) is seems like ISMB07 has not made a big impression of bioinformatics blogosphere. 

Updates: In the meantime, some more ISMB posts appeared: 
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• Fungal Genomes here and here 

Originally published at Fungal Genomes and Comparative 
Genomics on July 30 2007

ISMB/ECCB 2007 recap

Back from ISMB/ECCB and a mountain of things left undone that somehow still need doing ... including 
a quick entry about what was interesting at the conference. 

I heard many good talks and only a few bad ones - maybe I guessed properly in darting 
between the multiple sessions. The meeting itsself was much better than past ones I had attended. The 
combination of Special Interest Groups meeting (BOSC, AFP, and Microbial Comparative Genomics 
being the ones I spent my time in). I got to give my talks and tutorial during the first few days and was 
able to just try and soak up the rest of the meeting (when my brain wasn't melting from the heat). 
Particularly good was Carole Goble's presentation on 7-deadly sins of bioinformatics software 
development. 

Some general evolutionary talks that I found really interesting (some of these are probably biased since 
I count many of the presenters as friends): 

• Mike Eisen's   keynote on evolution of regulatory sequences in Drosophila and other flies. Was a 
wild ride with a couple of different points he has made in the past, but was great to see it all 
come together. 

• Alan Moses   presented his work on predicting CDK targets through similar methodology that he 
pioneered in Eisen lab on cis-regulatory binding site clustering. 

• Alex Hartemink   gave two incredibly lucid presentations in that I really understood what he was 
trying to accomplish and how they did it.  I wasn't lost in the algorithm complexities but still 
understood the approach they were taking.  One on Neuronal Information Flow using songbird 
brain profiling data and a second talk on their work in the epigenetics session on predicting 
imprinted genes. 

• Pilpel Yitzhak   presented a summary of published work on selection on translational efficiency and 
found some very interesting patterns in codon biases in aerobic and anaerobic fungi. 

• Ilan Wapinski   talked about his approach to building orthologous groups of genes that seems to 
be quite robust among the ascomycete fungi he used as benchmarked against the YGOB. I'm 
excited to work with him to apply it to larger sample of fungi as well as other particular clades of 
fungi. 

• Ines Hellmann from Rasmus Nielsen's group talked about some very cool work to look at 
population genetic analyses based on whole genome tiling data. 

I'll write a quick post on the BoF session on open source and data sharing as well. 

Todd and I took some pictures as well. (mine will go up soon and will fix the link) 
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Originally published at Fungal Genomes and Comparative 
Genomics on July 30 2007

ISCB BoF on open source and open data

More ISMB recap. 

There was also a bit of a stir at the Open Data and Software BoF which 
centers around the ISCB's statement about guidelines for open source 
software (you should provide feedback if you feel strongly about this and 
are an ISCB member: policy<-at->iscb.org). 

The discussion was prompted in part because Mike Eisen and Sean Eddy both turned down their 
complementary ISCB memberships stemming from recent publications in PLoS CompBio (oh the 
benefits of publishing in PLoS CompBio) because of their disagreement with the policy. The Board took 
notice enough to organize a BoF at the conference. Unfortunately it was during lunch so you had to 
either choose between food and session or wolf down food very fast and run over to the room. 

Some usual suspects were there that had a variety of opinions on open source - I don't have the 
complete list written down though. There was an open-mic session after a panel of ISCB directors 
presented their opinions. It seemed like most of the audience members were in support of revising the 
statement to be more supportive of open-source although not everyone wanted to make it a 
requirement that source code be available commiserate with publication. To me there are a lot of messy 
ends here rather than having a discussion about the principals it ended up being about individuals 
personal stories that supported or discouraged a requirement of open source. Some people see it as too 
much of a burden to release their software (it is written either poorly or too hard-coded for their 
internal compilation system). 

Others argued in not so many words that sell their software and don't want to be told how they can 
operate - the argument is couched under statements like "papers should be well-enough written to 
describe an algorithm so that it can be reproduced". Great so now in order to move forward in a field 
we have to re-implement everything that came before?
There were also some arguments against open-source made like: "we made our source available for our 
project and we have 50 users and never have received a bug fix". So the lack of contribution to one 
project by users justifies not encouraging it for all other projects? A poorly managed open-source 
project will not succeed any more than a poorly managed in-house closed source project. It takes work 
to communicate with users and solicit input and will also depend on the computational saavyness of the 
users in the first place. 

Some people lobbied for open source software because they can't afford to buy commercial software 
and they need things like R, bioconductor, BLAST, etc. In the same way that the government pays twice 
for research: grants pay for research which is published in journals and then grant overhead pays for 
journal subscriptions for others to read about the work. Similarly I fail to see why granting agencies 
would want to fund software developers in many parallel labs to reimplement the same thing or to pay 
a subscription for software that was developed under government grants.
The cost argument shouldn't be overlooked, but I don't think it is as convincing as the ability to build on 
other people's work. For me it is because we want to build larger systems from the basic components 
and only when we have access to the individual pieces that we can tweak and manipulate can we 
construct larger systems from them. 

Anyways, by the end I felt like I was at a purely ideological debate rather than a potentially interesting 
discussion. There was mostly rhetoric and essentially no one was really budging on hearing other points 
of view. I appreciated hearing the concerns of non-open-source proponents to at least see what the 
concerns were about actually releasing code, but I can't really support their point of view since it seems 
to be really in fear of not being able to sell their expensive software or be bothered with the hassle of 
people using their software in ways they didn't expect. 
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One thing that was clear that needs to be resolved outside this debate is that journals that support 
open-access don't enforce software which supports a paper be made available and open-source. This 
lack of policy from journals was an argument against endorsing open-source from ISCB. Similarly there 
were different interpretations for the National Academies report on open-data sharing (I am failing to 
find the link right now). There are different reasons that people might not want to make the source 
code available (but is often available on request). Why don't they want to release it? I think Carole 
made the point in her keynote somewhere; it must to come down to embarrassment of poorly written 
code, code which doesn't actually do what they say it does, or some sort of expectation to be able to 
sell the software. At any rate it seems like there is big need for journals, editors, and reviewers to make 
some decisions about whether or not it is critical for the source code to be available as part of a 
publication that uses the software. 

Sadly we never got to the discussion of open-data sharing which I think is just as pertinent. perhaps 
there will be more deliberate effort by people to give feedback to ISCB board members about the policy 
(email the committee: policy<-at->iscb.org) 

  

Publishing, open access and open science

Originally published at Public Rambling on July 10 2007

What is the $value$ of an editorial decision ?

(warning: random thoughts ahead)

From my viewpoint open access is doing great. PLoS has demonstrated that authors want to publish in 
open access journals and that these journals can quickly establish themselves as high impact forums for 
their respective audiences. BMC is set to show that open access can be profitable and within BMC some 
journals are are also trying to position themselves in the top tier of perceived impact.

How will BMC manage this and will PLoS and others find a way to serve the authors interest while 
keeping the direct costs to the authors within reasonable ranges (even if they are paid by the funding 
bodies) ? I can't really answer this :) but I do note a trend. Open access publishers like PLoS and BMC 
are increasingly publishing more and decreasing the rejection rates (when considering all that is 
published within the brand).

BMC has primarily focused on publishing high volume (peer-reviewed) articles without regarding to 
much on perceived impact in the field. I might be incorrect but more recently they have been trying to 
highlight a group of flagship journals (BMC Biology, Genome Biology and Journal of Biology) where they 
filter on perceived impact. They have even said that papers submitted to other BMC journals can even 
be suggested "up" if they are found to be of high impact.

PLoS on the other hand had the the exact opposite direction. PLoS started with their flagship journals 
(PLoS Biology and later PLoS Medicine), then created the community journals (PLoS Genetics, 
Computational Biology and Pathogens) and now opened PLoS ONE that will not filter on perceived 
impact.

On an author pays model, the most obvious way to limit the cost per paper and still provide a solid 
evaluation of perceived impact, is to have journals that cover the broad spectrum of perceived 
impact. In this way, for the publisher, the overall rejection rates decrease, the papers are evaluated and 
directed to the appropriate "level" of perceived impact.
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Also, on closed publishers it is custom to be able to transition a manuscript with the peer-review 
comments from one journal to another of the same publisher. This practice is can be advantageous to 
everyone. saving the time of the another peer-review process.

Taking away the costs of editing and printing (online this can be very small) most of the costs of 
sustaining a science journal should mainly come from the editorial staff. So, what is the value of an 
editorial decision ? In other words, could there be freelance editors ? Could the editors be separated 
from the publisher ? Imagine I read a paper from a pre-print server, ask some people to peer-review 
(why would they?) and sell our evaluation to a journal.

Also, can a publisher sell the editorial decision to another publisher ? Lets imagine a journal that has a 
very high rejection rate, the editor asks referees for comments but ultimately the manuscript is 
rejected. The editor could then ask the authors where they want to send it next and offer to provide the 
referee report and editorial comments directly to the next journal to expedite the process. Could this 
journal get paid for this ? 

Originally published at Biocurious on August 1 2007 

PLoS ONE is 1

Chris Surridge notes that PLoS ONE   is now one year old  , and lets us in on a lot of interesting numbers 
relating to the journal: 

• PLoS ONE now averages 60 submissions per week 
• there are 368 members on the editorial board, up from 120 at the start 
• Since December 2006, nearly 700 original articles have been published 

This is quite a feat for any new journal! 

If you wanted to give a gift for their birthday, Chris outlines the things they’d like: 

Whenever you write about a published paper, be it in a journal or on a blog, always 
provide a link to the freely available version of the paper if one exists.

Whenever you read a paper in PLoS ONE, always rate it before leaving.

And most importantly….

Whenever you write a scientific paper, always, always, always publish it Open Access.

A very hearty congratulations and happy birthday from us here at Biocurious to the whole team at PLoS 
ONE, and the PLoS in general.
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Originally published at Depth-First on July 27 2007 

The Journal Deadpool: Failing Business Models and Sick Markets 
in Scientific Publishing? 2 

Several articles in the past few years have alluded to the ongoing cost squeeze faced by librarians 
maintaining scientific journal collections. Consistently we're told by those doing the buying that 
subscription costs have gotten way out of control. Sadly, there's only one correct response: kill 
subscriptions to those journals that price themselves out of the marketplace. 

For the most part, canceling journal subscriptions has been a private activity - news doesn't consistently 
travel beyond the confines of the institution doing it. But what if it did? 

Try this thought experiment: you're a journal publisher who has had a number of canceled subscriptions 
in the last two years. You continue to receive a healthy number of manuscript submissions, yet your 
revenues have been falling to the point that you may not be able to cover your costs. Do you (a) lower 
subscription rates to more competitively price your product; (b) keep rates the same, hoping things will 
turn around; or (c) raise rates to maintain profitability? 

There's an interesting hypothesis, variously alluded to, that says that journals increase their 
subscription rates to remain profitable in the face of declining demand. Classical economics says that 
declining demand should result in declining prices, but that assumes a healthy, efficiently-functioning 
marketplace. Scientific publishing today may not be among them. 

Could declining subscription rates actually be a major cause of the "increasing costs" faced by scientific 
publishers and passed on to subscribers? It's a testable hypothesis if the right data have been collected. 

To conduct such a study, one piece of information that may be helpful is a market-wide summary of 
journal subscription cancellations. Let's call it the "Journal Deadpool." Unfortunately, to my knowledge, 
no such data exist. 

By way of the Chemical Information Sources Discussion List, Thurston Donart Miller pointed out that the 
Physics-Astronomy-Mathematics (PAM) Division of the Special Libraries Association has maintained a list 
of canceled subscriptions for the last ten years. 

The PAM effort is a step in the right direction, but what if they took it further? By including data such as 
the date of cancellation, the last annual subscription fee, and whether an online subscription to the 
journal is available at the institution, a much clearer picture of the state of the scientific publishing 
market would emerge. 

A highly-publicized, multi-institution "Journal Deadpool" would certainly give food for thought to 
scientists considering where to send their next manuscript. And it would strengthen the case of 
librarians who are caught in the middle. 

One of the prerequisites for a healthy marketplace is free flow of information among both buyers and 
sellers. A Journal Deadpool may be just what the doctor ordered. 

Image Credit: geographie 
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Originally published at Depth-First on July 16 2007 

Go West, Young Man: Does Open Access Really Matter in the Long 
Run?

Making a name for yourself in science is no easy job. Aside from the technical challenge of doing 
noteworthy science while working under constraints, there's the compounding challenge of making your 
work known to influential colleagues. Excellent work done in a vacuum is lost to science, only to be 
"rediscovered" by those more willing or capable of self-promotion. Look around at the most successful 
scientists in your field, and you'll find that they are both extraordinarily adept at doing noteworthy 
science and in promoting their work. 

Scientists have been using the scientific publication system for hundreds of years as a channel for 
promoting their work. For a variety of reasons, this system is now breaking down before our eyes. 
There are many reasons - consider these: 

• The printed page doesn't matter anymore. Old-guard scientific publishers have been able to 
prosper by acting as gatekeepers of a precious resource: the printed page. The arrival of 
immediate, ultra-cheap, ubiquitous, interactive, and persistent communication through the 
Internet means that printed journals are increasingly viewed as wasteful and irrelevant. 

• Printed journals have priced themselves out of the marketplace. How many printed 
journals has your library dropped over the last year? Does your "library" even carry current 
printed journals anymore? 

• Electronic Information wants to be free. Few things are more frustrating than knowing the 
answer to your question exists on a server somewhere, but you are forbidden from accessing it. 
Yes, you can pay $15-$30 for each article you need or get multiple subscriptions costing 
thousands per year, but is that any way to spend your budget? 

• The minimum publishable unit is shrinking. Scientists have legitimate interests in 
maximizing the number of papers they publish, in minimizing their size, and in decreasing their 
interval. Submissions to top-tier journals continue to increase. New journals are started to catch 
the overflow, placing additional strain on the system's ability to find readers and "qualified" 
reviewers, and driving up production costs in the process. 

• Too much information. How many scientific papers have you actually read, from start to finish, 
in the last month? How many important, relevant papers in your field could you have completely 
read in the last month? How many of them did you find through an automatic notification 
system? How many papers have you used solely for one specific piece of information they 
contain? How many of these papers did you find through a database of some kind? 

Open Access has become a hot topic, mainly in response to the points above. Although well-intended, 
the debate assumes that scientific publication in the Internet age will continue to work essentially the 
same way it always has - with scientists submitting manuscripts to publishers who act as editors, 
distributors, and in many cases quality-assurance agencies. 

But what if it doesn't end up working out that way? 

The reason that the existing scientific publication system has flourished for hundreds of years is that it 
solved the fundamental problems of two key groups: (1) scientists who wanted to be informed of new 
developments; and (2) scientists who wanted to promote their work and careers. 

If you accept this premise, then nothing prevents entirely new publication models from replacing the 
existing ones - provided that they solve the basic problem scientists face. If anything, the Internet is 
replete with examples of powerful old-guard gatekeepers of all stripes being first undermined as they 
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denied that their business models were failing, then lashing out at everything but the root cause of their 
problems, and finally being driven into oblivion. 

Why should old-guard scientific publishers be immune to this process? 

Some scientists are discovering value in bypassing scientific publishers altogether. In chemistry, the 
best-known example is Jean-Claude Bradley and his group at Drexel. As Bradley's group is joined by 
others willing to experiment in this area, they will uncover a variety of problems that need to be 
addressed. Some of the most significant (at this point) include: 

• tools to create content 

• services that host and archive that content indefinitely 

• peer-review mechanisms that fully leverage the power of collaboration over the Internet 

• utilities for finding and promoting the work 

These are the new high-payoff areas in scientific publication. Like all high-payoff areas, this one starts 
out looking dangerous or insignificant to most people. 

This is not to say that that the Internet eliminates the need for gatekeepers. Instead, it creates 
tremendous opportunities for new gatekeepers. Google, eBay, and Wikipedia are gatekeepers. Facebook 
and YouTube are also gatekeepers. By all accounts, these services have done phenomenally well and 
will continue to flourish for some time. Significantly, each service addresses the basic need of 
information consumers to be informed and information producers to have their message heard. These 
systems have found powerful mechanisms for quality control that in many cases put the current 
practice of scientific peer-review to shame. And in no case will you find a business model requiring pay-
per-view. 

Google, eBay, Wikipedia, Facebook, YouTube, and hundreds of other gatekeepers thrive because each 
has found a new precious resource to allocate, not by trying to extract every last drop of value from the 
old ones. Both scientific publishers and Open Access proponents would be wise to consider their 
example. 

Image Credit: Seamus Murray 

Originally published at Perfect Storm on July 30 2007

Average quality of science information sources

Nowadays most of my science readings come from Google Reader. I have mainly 2 folders: “bio” for 
scientific journals and “bioblogs” for Blogs. 

I can “read” “bio” in a half a day per week or so (I have more than 30 feeds). I need almost a day for 
“bioblogs” (less than 15 feeds). The number of articles on “bio” is probably one or two orders of 
magnitude higher then the one on “bioblogs”. 

To put in another way: I consider the blog content to be of much higher quality than the scientific 
journal counterpart… 

…And I think I know the reason… 
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…Currently, scientists are mostly evaluated by their ability to publish in scientific journals (that postdoc 
grant, financing a project, getting a tenure…), so there is strong pressure to publish. People publish 
everything that is, in their self evaluation is… good publishable. 

On the other hand, blogging is still mostly something people do because they want and they feel is 
valuable. 

Of course, we can already see, informally, that people profit from blogging (make contacts, publicity, 
etc). I would bet that in the near future, blogging will be in formal evaluation processes also (I can 
already smell measures of quantity of blog posts, inbound links and stuff…). 

Care to make a prediction on the average quality of blog content in the future? 

  

Originally published at Bioinformatics Zen on August 1 2007 

Two replies from journals to the open science question

While away in Madrid, I received two replies to my open science question to journals, from Elsevier and 
from BMC. 

In short summary, Elsevier’s point of view, excluding Cell and Lancet, was quite positive with “watch, 
test and learn from examples”. BMC’s response was slightly negative, with “we only publish original 
research articles”. I’ve put both these emails on the nodalpoint wiki here, so that you can go and read 
them yourself and make up your own mind. 

I’m very grateful that these two publishers replied, but I’m a bit disappointed by the lack of response 
from the other journals. Particularly PNAS, Nature, and PLoS which seem to be the most open science 
friendly. Any thoughts on this would be appreciated. I could get on the telephone and give them a call? 
Or bit pushy perhaps? 

I still want to move forward with this open science issue special edition, I think getting it done for the 
September 1 edition of bio:blogs would be a good goal, since it’s been going for a while. I guess the 
next step would be to try and get scientists already participating in open science to write a short piece 
on their experiences. It would also be interesting to get funding bodies opinions on this too, since open 
science can generally lead to a better quality of research.

Originally published at Bioinformatics Zen on June 26 2007

Update to journal preprint policies

Previously I wrote about journal polices towards preprint servers. Since, Dave Robertson contacted me 
to highlight the Romeo database, which contains a list of journals and their publishing policies. A quick 
10 minute search produced this list of archiving guidelines, I’ve updated this on the Nodalpoint wiki. 
Each journal also has some additional conditions, follow the links to Romeo to read more. 
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Supports preprint and postprint 

BMC
PLOS
National Academy of Sciences
Elsevier excluding Cell 

Supports preprint only 

OUP
Nature 

Supports postprint only 

Science
Elsevier - Cell 

Tutorials and how-tos

Originally published at Bioinformatics Zen on August 1 2007

Deriving biological meaning from principal components analysis

Back from Madrid. I spent three weeks there on an excellent data analysis course, which I would 
recommend. Not only did I learn valuable techniques, I also got the chance to spend my evenings by 
the pool or in Sol eating tapas - which explains the lack of posts this July. I offer this brief tutorial in 
recompense, continuing the theme of data analysis. 

Animesh made an excellent point on my previous post - principal components analysis is great and all 
that, but the results have very little biological meaning. Here I’m going to illustrate how you can relate 
PCA results to the original data. If you want to reproduce what I’m doing, the R code is here. 

I’m using the same dataset as before, 200 crabs where five morphological characteristics have been 
measured for each. These are 

• FL frontal lobe size (mm) 
• RW rear width (mm) 
• CL carapace length (mm) 
• CW carapace width (mm) 
• BD body depth (mm) 

So jumping right in, carrying out PCA on the data, we get five components. The number of components 
you get will always be less than or equal to the number of columns in your data frame. Here’s the first 
three of these components from the crab data
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FL 0.28898 0.32325 -0.50717 
RW 0.19728 0.86472 0.41414 
CL 0.5994 -0.19823 -0.17533 
CW 0.66165 -0.28798 0.49138 
BD 0.28373 0.15984 -0.54688 
The first column is the first component, and so forth. Each row shows how much each characteristic of 
the original data adds to the given component, e.g. the weight for “frontal lobe” in the first component 
is 0.28898. 

When you use PCA, what you want is for components to be able to discriminate points in the data. 
When I say discriminating, the components can be used to spread and separate, so you can get more of 
an idea of what’s happening. In terms of PCA, a discriminating component has both positive and 
negative values in the column. So we can see that the first component has no discriminating effect as 
all the values in the column are positive. 

Looking to the second component, we can see two negative values, and three positive values, therefore 
the second component can be used to discriminate the data. To visualise this effect we’ll use the two 
most opposing characteristics - the most negative and the most positive values. In this case it’s rear 
width (RW) 0.87, and carapace width (CW) -0.29. Plotting these two characteristics we get the following 
graph. 

 

Here you can see that data forms a nosey V shape. Imagine that you 
drew a line through each arm of the V, you would get two sets of 
data. Therefore, we might assume that there are two different 
distributions of carapace to rear width ratio. 

We can test this by plotting the density of the crabs according to this 
ratio 

 

There are two peaks, with some overlap. So the biological meaning of 
the second component is largely picking up the difference in ratios of 
rear and carapace widths. What it means, we’ll look at later on. 

Looking at the third component, again this is discriminating, the most 
extreme values are carapace width and body depth. Plotting these, 
we get this figure. 

 

This time we have two vaguely parallel lines, so again there appears 
to be different ratio of the two characteristics. A density plot 
illustrates the distribution of this ratio. 

 

Two more overlapping but obvious distributions, so it would appear 
that the third component highlights a discriminating effect based on 
the ratio of body depth to carapace width. 

We can plot the distribution of crabs based on these two ratios, which 
produces this figure. 

 



I coloured the crabs based on their species and sex, I also used 
different point types to further discriminate sex. Looking at this plot, 
we can begin to derive biological meaning based on what we’ve learnt 
from principal components analysis. 

The x-axis, which we derived from the second component, appears to 
be related to crab gender, as sex appears roughly separated based on 
this ratio. The boy crabs seem to have a larger carapace compared to 
rear width - their shells are relatively larger than their bums, 
compared with that of the girl crabs. 

On the y-axis, the ratio derived from the third component, appears to separate crab species. The 
orange crabs have a larger body depth to their carapace width, compared with their blue counterparts. 

So far, I haven’t so far plotted the component plots - which is often 
the first thing people do after performing PCA. So here they are, the 
first/second components. 

 

And the second and third components plot 

 

You can see that the first and second component plot doesn’t 
discriminate the crabs very well. This is why I chose to ignore the 
first component. The second/third component plot discriminates the 
data similarly to the morphology ratios plot, however the axis that 
would split gender and species have been rotated. 

So here you have it, I hope this has illustrated how the data 
produced from PCA relates to your original data, and how you can 
begin to interpret it. Here’s the messages I’ve tried to convey. 

• The first two components are not always the most useful. 
• Look at the components (columns) with the positive and negative weights. 
• Look at you original data in terms of the most positive and negative values for these 

components. 

Originally published at Perfect Storm on July 31 2007

Bioinformatics, multi-core CPUs and grid computing: developer 
perspective (3/4)

First, my apologies for this long overdue part on developing life sciences applications considering multi-
core CPUs and grid environments.

This text is somewhat long, and most probably will be revised in the future. 

Developing for multi-core CPUs and grids borrows a lot (everything really) from concurrent, parallel and 
distributed programming. I do not intend, at all, to cover all those issues. That would be enough to fill 
in several books and articles. My objective is much smaller and simpler: to discuss some basic intuitions 
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that can be interesting for people who develop “old style” software. 

IMHO, the fundamental intuition is: Stop thinking synchronously, start thinking asynchronously… “What 
is this guy saying?”, you ask… 

From synchronous to asynchronous: An example 

Lets imagine that you have an application, computationally intensive, that simply does not get any 
performance improvement on your shiny new quad-core processor. 

That application has a function, lets call it suck_cpu that takes 5 minutes to run, and you need to call it 
10 times, each run being independent from previous runs, like this (example pseudo code in Python): 

#we have an array input_parameters to be feed to suck_cpu
results = []
for i in range(10):
  results.append(suck_cpu(input_parameters[i])) # Takes 5 minutes to run
#The for loop took 50 minutes to run
for i in range(10):
  print "results from execution", i, "were", results

So, you run suck_cpu and you wait (block) until you have the result. You do this 10 times. For 50 
minutes. 

An alternative would be to ask to system to start a “task” running suck_cpu and your main program 
would not wait (not block) until the function ends. You would start 10 instances of suck_cpu, not wait 
any time (well, wait very little) and get back to your program. What could you do after starting the 
tasks (and not having the results back for now)? Well, it depends, but you could cater for your user 
(i.e., not block the user interface), do other tasks that are independent of the results of suck cpu or just 
wait (while informing the user of progress) for the tasks to end. 

Even in the case of just waiting for results you would profit a lot: Your task scheduler could run n tasks 
in parallel (n being the number of your CPU cores), effectively getting all the computing power of your 
CPU (the main point of these series of articles). 

So, how would your code look like? 

#we have an array input_parameters to be feed to suck_cpu
results = []
tasks = []
for i in range(10):
  tasks.append(schedule_tasks(suck_cpu(input_parameters[i]))) # returns "immediately"
#The for loop ran in "no time"

So you would ask the task scheduler to run your suck_cpu tasks. At the end of the for loop your code 
was in control and the task scheduler was busy running your tasks. You would have the task IDs back 
(not the results). How was the task scheduler operating? Well, that would depend on its internal 
workings, but your tasks would probably be in one of 3 possible states: 

1. QUEUED - The task would be ready to run, but not started yet 
2. RUNNING - The task is running 
3. DONE - The task is done and you can collect the results 

You could query the task scheduler for the state of your tasks, something like this: 

for task in tasks:
  print "Task", task, "is in state", get_task_state(task)

The output, at the very beginning would be something like this: 



Task T1 is in state RUNNING
Task T2 is in state RUNNING
Task T3 is in state RUNNING
Task T4 is in state RUNNING
Task T5 is in state QUEUED
Task T6 is in state QUEUED
Task T7 is in state QUEUED
Task T8 is in state QUEUED
Task T9 is in state QUEUED
Task T10 is in state QUEUED

Somewhere in the middle of the execution you would probably find something like this: 

Task T1 is in state RUNNING
Task T2 is in state DONE
Task T3 is in state DONE
Task T4 is in state RUNNING
Task T5 is in state RUNNING
Task T6 is in state QUEUED
Task T7 is in state RUNNING
Task T8 is in state QUEUED
Task T9 is in state QUEUED
Task T10 is in state QUEUED

Notice one very important point, task T1 was not the first to finish, although it was the first to be 
scheduled. Also, T6 started before T5. The fundamental issue here is that execution of concurrent stuff 
is non-deterministic. That is things don’t normally happen in a clear, predetermined order, there is some 
degree of randomness even if your code is not stochastic at all. This will play a fundamental role on how 
things will have to be thought and designed… We will discuss this later. 

Notice how a (not very dumb) task scheduler will be using all your CPU cores (ie 4 task are running 
simultaneously). 

Of course, at the end, you expect all tasks to be in state DONE. Now you can collect all the results (by 
the way, you can collect and process results from individual tasks as soon as each one is ready). 

You might be thinking: “woo that is a lot of overhead… now I have to keep track of tasks, check their 
state and so on…”. Yes, there is some overhead with all this, furthermore you have to change the way 
you are used to think. But I contend that this way is more natural and more close to the way you think: 
Tasks that are independent were only run in sequence because the existing programming paradigm 
forced you to conceive then in sequence, but, in your head, you know that they are independent and 
you were just forcing your way of thought to be similar to to the computing paradigm. 

Well, maybe I am just saying this because of what lies ahead…  . I am now going to discuss 
new types of bugs you have to be aware of and non-determinism. 

The dark side: resource sharing and debugging 

Unfortunately this type of programming paradigm introduces some new kinds of problems that you 
have to be aware of. I would like to separate them in 2 types of problmems: 

1. Resource sharing: Imagine that your tasks dump your output to a printer, you don’t want them 
to output to the same printer at the same time (like having parts of the same sheet with results 
for different tasks, interleaved). Most probably your tasks, while not sharing a printer, will share 
data structures and access to them will have to be cleverly controlled 

2. Non-determinism: Tasks run independent of each other, task schedulers schedule tasks in 
unexpected ways. This means that your code will run differently every time you run it, even if it 
is completely deterministic by itself. 



The dark side: An example 

I will use here the standard, boring example that is always used in concurrent programming: 

Imagine that you have a bank account, your bank account has 50€. You make a deposit of 30€, at the 
same time somebody cashes in a check from your account (i.e., makes a withdrawal) of 20€. So, the 
end balance should be 60€. 

Now, imagine that the code, at your bank to do this is: 

def deposit(account_no, amount):
    before_deposit_balance = get_balance(account_no)
    set_balance(account_no, before_deposit_balance + amount)
def withdrawal(account_no, amount):
    before_withdrawal_balance = get_balance(account_no)
    if before_withdrawal_balance> amount: #Money has to be there...
        set_balance(account_no, before_withdrawal_balance - amount)

You would expect that these operations run atomically, i.e., one separated from one another, that is, on 
your account, this would happen: 

#Current balance 50 Euros
before_deposit_balance = get_balance(account_no)
set_balance(account_no, before_deposit_balance + amount) #adding 30
#Current balance 80 Euros
before_withdrawal_balance = get_balance(account_no)
if before_withdrawal_balance> amount: #Money has to be there...
    set_balance(account_no, before_withdrawal_balance - amount) #Removing 20
#Final is 60

Another possibility would be the withdrawal to occur before the deposit (Start with 50, down to 30, final 
60 again). 

But, now imagine that the code runs like this (remember, the tasks might be running concurrently, and 
they don’t know what other tasks are doing) 

#Current balance 50 Euros
before_deposit_balance = get_balance(account_no)
before_withdrawal_balance = get_balance(account_no)
set_balance(account_no, before_deposit_balance + amount) #adding 30
if before_withdrawal_balance> amount: #Money has to be there...
    set_balance(account_no, before_withdrawal_balance - amount) #Removing 20
#Final is 30

That is, both operations read the same amount and they both get 50. Then deposit writes 50+30, 
making it 80. After that withdrawal writes 50-30 making it 20. You just lost 30€ to the bank!. By the 
way, it could happen the other way around (you would end up with 80€), as an exercise you might try 
to imagine how the execution trace would look like for the final result to be 80€.
This is a problem of both resource sharing (i.e., both operations are sharing the same account) and 
non-determinism (i.e., execution of both operations can happen in a lot of different, interleaved, ways). 
There are actually many ways to solve this, the most obvious is to lock the account in some way, like 
this: 

def deposit(account_no, amount):
    lock_account(account_no) #Get exclusive access to the account
    before_deposit_balance = get_balance(account_no)
    set_balance(account_no, before_deposit_balance + amount)
    release_account(account_no) #Release exclusive access to the account
def withdrawal(account_no, amount):
    lock_account(account_no) #Get exclusive access to the account



    before_withdrawal_balance = get_balance(account_no)
    if before_withdrawal_balance> amount: #Money has to be there...
        set_balance(account_no, before_withdrawal_balance - amount)
    release_account(account_no) #Release exclusive access to the account

In this case, when an operation starts, it invokes some magic which guarantees that account access is 
only granted to it while the operation lasts. If another task tries to lock the same account, that other 
task blocks until access is possible (this means that you should be careful with locking as you might 
loose parallelism when locking). 

By the way, this introduces problems by itself (e.g., forgetting to release a locked account). 

But what drives developers mad is the fact that the execution is non-deterministic, so, you might run 
your concurrent code 999 times and it works perfectly, but on the 1000th run some strange thing 
happens (which is very difficult to replicate, as it only happens, in this case, on average 1 every 1000 
times). 

There would be much more to say about this topic, but I think (hope) this relays the fundamental 
intuitions to help you start developing programs that make use of multi-core CPUs (more so, help you 
easily adapt existing software). 

Grids 

Programming for grids is actually quite similar to multi-core programming. The fundamental issue is 
that memory sharing is more difficult (takes more time), while in a multi-core computer the memory is 
shared (so it is easier and faster to share information between concurrent tasks) in a grid memory is 
not shared. This means that if your tasks need to communicate a lot then, in a grid you can expect time 
and network bandwidth to be lost during communication between tasks, this is probably the 
fundamental cause that in grids many algorithms don’t scale linearly with the number of grid nodes 
(i.e., if you double the number of grid nodes, your performance doesn’t duplicate as you loose with 
communication overhead). Anyways, lots of communication means lots of horrible bugs to correct, so 

try to keep communication low  . 

The final part 

In the final (fourth) part of these series I will discuss a real, existing case of Python code to deal with 
multi-core architectures. This code will be based on examples from population genetics simulators 
(selection detection and coalescent). Included will be a real example of a bug that I suffered when 

running a selection detection program in parts, concurrently  . This part will be ready 
sometime in August. 

Other approaches 

While there are many issues that could be discussed, many technicalities, I will stop here. In the future 
I might discuss such topics as state and problems caused by it in concurrent programming (ie, 
advantages of functional and logic programming) or language support for concurrent programming 
(functional programming paradigms, Erlang support, Fortress, …). If I get back to the topic it will be 
mainly to discuss either linguistic approaches to the issue or anything “modern” (all the rest you can 
easily read in very good, old, well-established literature) 

Part 5 of 4 

This 4 part article will have a part 5  . I decided that I want to talk a bit about volunteer 
computing projects like BOINC. 

http://boinc.berkeley.edu/
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Article too big or complex? Don’t hesitate to comment, I am pretty sure that this text will need revision 
and your input is more than welcome. 

Originally published at YOKOFAKUN on July 4 2007

Systems-Biology using GoogleGears: my notebook

Google gears is an open source browser extension that enables web applications to provide offline 
functionality. The data are stored locally in a fully-searchable relational database using the sqlite 
engine. 

My Biological Network is a tool I created as a test to play with Google gears: it is used to build a 
network of protein-protein interactions. It uses Google Gears to record your entries on the local disk, so 
Gears needs to be installed on your computer. Programming with gears with JAVASCRIPT is really cool 
as you don't have to implement the storage of the data on the server side and you're using some 
standard SQL statements to handle the data. 

http://www.urbigene.com/gears/mynetwork/ 

Screenshots 
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Tutorial 

Open the tab Organism (fig. 4): add one or more organism. (Homo Sapiens already inserted by 
default)



Open the tab Protein (fig. 1): add one or more protein.

Open the tab Paper (fig. 3): add one or more article that will be used as an evidence for an interaction.

Open the tab Technology (fig. 2): add one or more technology that was used to characterize an 
interaction.

Open the tab Component: add one or more cellular component using Gene Ontology (GO:0005575 
\"cellular component\" was inserted by default)

Open the tab Interaction (fig. 5): 

• Name and describe this interaction 
• Select one or more protein and/or one or more previously defined proteic complex. You Cannot 

describe self interactions with this tool. 
•
• (optional) choose one or more paper/technology/component... 

Open the RDF table (fig. 6): I choose to display the content of the database using RDF. Such format 
can then be validated and visualized using the W3C RDF validator, or transformed using XSLT, etc.... I 
also used the life science identifier (LSID) as an URI for my resources.

  

On my computer, the database is stored in 
/env/islande/home/lindenb/.mozilla/firefox/<profile-id>/Google Gears for 
Firefox/islande/<host>/mynetwork#database. The database can be manualy accessed using sqlite3: 

sqlite3 mynetwork#database
SQLite version 3.4.0
Enter &apos;.help&apos; for instructions
sqlite> .tables
component        interactionhash  paper            technology
interaction      organism         prote
sqlite> .schema organism
CREATE TABLE organism(id integer  primary key ,name varchar(50) not null unique);
sqlite> select * from organism;
9606|Homo Sapiens
sqlite>

Internals 

We the page is loaded, we check that gears was installed 

  if (!window.google || !google.gears) {
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    debug("NOTE:  You must install Google Gears first.")

We then create the database if does not exist. The file is created in firefox in 
${HOME}/.mozilla/firefox/<profile-id>/Google Gears for 
Firefox/<server>/mynetwork#database 

connection = google.gears.factory.create("beta.database","1.0");

I create the tables just by invoking some standards SQL &apos;CREATE TABLE&apos; statements. I also 
insert some default values (e.g. human organism) 

        connection.execute("create table  if not exists  organism(id integer  primary 
key ,name varchar(50) not null unique)");
        connection.execute("insert or ignore into organism(id,name) values(9606,\"Homo 
Sapiens\")");
        connection.execute("create table if not exists protein(id integerprimary key 
autoincrement,name varchar(50)  not null,taxId int  not null,acn varchar(50)  not null 
unique)");
        connection.execute("create table if not exists paper(pmid integerprimary key 
,title varchar(255)  not null,citation varchar(255)  not null,firstAuthor varchar(50) 
not null)");
        connection.execute("create table if not exists component(id integer primary key 
autoincrement,go varchar(50)  not null unique, name varchar(50)  not null unique)");
        connection.execute("insert or ignore into component(go,name) 
values(\"GO:0005575\",\"cellular component\")");
        connection.execute("insert or ignore into component(go,name) 
values(\"GO:0008372\",\"cellular component unknown\")");
        connection.execute("create table if not exists technology(id integer  primary 
key autoincrement,name varchar(50) not null unique, description varchar(255)  not 
null)");
        connection.execute("insert or ignore into technology(name,description) 
values(\"Y2H\",\"Yeast Two Hybrid System\")");
        connection.execute("insert or ignore into technology(name,description) 
values(\"CoIP\",\"Co-Immuno Precipitation\")");
        connection.execute("create table if not exists interaction(id integer  primary 
key autoincrement, name varchar(50)  not null  unique,description varchar(255)  not 
null)");
        connection.execute("create table if not exists interactionhash(id integer 
primary key autoincrement,LINK_interaction int ,type varchar(20) not null,child int 
not null)");

When a data is about to be inserted we check all the fields and we insert them using SQL: INSERT INTO 

var id= getById("organism-input-id");
if(!isInteger(id.value))
        {
        debug("TaxId not a Number");
        return;
        }



var name=getById("organism-input-name");
if(trim(name.value).length==0)
        {
        debug("Taxon Name empty");
        return;
        }
try
        {
        connection.execute("insert into organism(id,name) 
values("+sqlescape(trim(id.value))+","+sqlquote(trim(name.value))+")");
        id.value="";
        name.value="";
        }
catch(err)
        {
        debug(err.message);
        return;
        }

a simple SELECT is used to retrieve the data and insert them in a HTML table 

 var rs= connection.execute("select id,name from organism order by name");
 while (rs.isValidRow())
  {
  var tr= ce("tr");
  table.appendChild(tr);
  var td= ce("td");
  tr.appendChild(td);
  td.appendChild(ct(rs.field(0)));
  td= ce("td");
  tr.appendChild(td);
  var a= ce("a");
  a.setAttribute("title","Open in NCBI");
  a.setAttribute("target","tax"+rs.field(0));
  a.setAttribute("href","http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Taxonomy/Browser/wwwtax.cgi?id="+r
s.field(0));
  td.appendChild(a);
  a.appendChild(ct(rs.field(1)));
  rs.next();
  }
 rs.close();

That's it !

Pierre

Originally published at Trapped in the USA on July 20 2007 

Quick and dirty minimization

Sometimes you just want to minimize a function. You’re in the middle of your coding and you suddenly 
realize that you need to know the minimum of your 7 dimensional function, let’s call it 

http://boscoh.com/science/quick-and-dirty-minimization
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def dirty_function(x[0], x[1], x[2]....):
  return some_complicated_value

So you hit the books. Problem is, when you start reading up on minimization algorithms, you’ll find a 
whole smörgåsbord of complicated looking algorithms. You get all confused and you resign yourself to 
learning how to use a full-blown numerics library in order to minimize your dirty little function. There 
goes the rest of the week. 

A couple of years ago, I had a conformation-analysis problem where I wanted to minimize some 
distances on a little peptide. I ended wasting a week reading up on Numerical Recipes in C. Their code 
was doubly terrible. It was terrible because their code was Fortran disguised in C, and it was doubly 
terrible because in their shitty license, they own the rights to their code and any modifications that you 
make. 

It doesn’t have to be like that. I’ve found that if you want something rough-as-guts, it’s actually very 
simple to do a minimization in just a few lines of code. 

There are roughly two types of minimization algorithms. Those that require a derivative, and those that 
don’t. Since you have a dirty_function, you probably don’t have a derivative, so that rules out the 
algorithms that require a derivative (the best being Powell minimization). You have basically two 
options: downhill-simplex minimization and sequential-univariate minimization. 

Although downhill-simplex is more robust, sequential-univariate minimization (even though its name is 
uglier) is way easier to implement. 

The idea to seq-uni (as we’ll call it from now on) is to pretend that your function is parabolic in all 7 
dimensions. Let’s say you are at 

v = (x[0], x[1], x[2], ...)

So, for each iteration, you first pick two tiny steps in the first dimension, dimension 0: 

x_old = x[0]
x_step1 = x_old + step
x_step2 = x_old + 2*step

Then you evaluate your dirty_function at: 

y = dirty_function(x_old, x[1], x[2]....)
y1 = dirty_function(x_step1, x[1], x[2]...)
y2 = dirty_function(x_step2, x[1], x[2]...)

Now we pretend that (x_old y) (x_step1, y1) (x_step2, y2) are points on a parabola and calculate 
the x_min of the parabola. 

def get_parabola_x_min(x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3):
  term1 = (y3-y2) / ((x3-x2)*(x3-x1))
  term2 = (y1-y2) / ((x1-x2)*(x3-x1))
  A = term1 - term2
  B = (y3 - y2 + A*(x2*x2-x3*x3)) / (x2-x3)
  x_min = 0.5 * B / A
  return x_min;

x_min = get_parabola_x_min(x_old, y, 
                  x_step1, y1, x_step2, y2)

x_min is now your new point for value of your vector in dimension 0. 

v_new = (x_min, x[1], x[2]....)



Now cycle through the rest of your dimensions. We’ve found the minimum of the fake parabolic 
minimums for each dimension. That is the end of your first iteration. 

Repeat the iteration until the x_min for each dimension is smaller than a certain tolerance (I’ve found 
that the tiny step you take has to be smaller than the tolerance): 

error = abs(x_min - x_old) 
if error < tolerance:
  finish

If the error is small, it means that approximating a new parabola from the starting point brings us back 
to the same point. Ax the approximation is good only near the real minimum, we should be there. 

So there you have it. A fast and dirty minimization. But beware: seq-uni can converge slowly with some 
functions, but this is balanced by the fact that you don’t make a lot of calls to dirty_function. And 
sometimes, seq-univ cycles around the minimum without terminating. Oh well, that’s why it’s a dirty 
method. 

Originally published at Hublog on July 30 2007

Scopus API

Scopus has a search API, but the documentation and Javascript code they provide is nasty. Here's how 
to call the API: 

http://www.scopus.com/scsearchapi/search.url?devId={YOUR_DEV_ID}&search={YOUR_SEARCH}&f
ormat=xml

or 

http://www.scopus.com/scsearchapi/search.url?devId={YOUR_DEV_ID}&search={YOUR_SEARCH}&c
allback={JS_CALLBACK}

You can add a comma-separated list of fields to return, from the following list:

fields=title,doctype,citedbycount,inwardurl,sourcetitle,issn,vol,issue,page,pubdate,eid
,scp,doi,firstAuth,authlist,affiliations,abstract

  

The result elements you get back (eg 'cited by' counts) are affected by whether the IP address calling 
the API has a Scopus subscription or not. 

http://searchapidocs.scopus.com/
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Originally published at Hublog on July 31 2007

Freebase API

Freebase/Metaweb queries and responses are encoded as JSON: 

http://www.freebase.com/api/service/mqlread?queries={"qname":{"query":[{%20"symbol":"CD
4","type":"/biology/gene","id":null,"name":null,"locus":null}]}}

Null fields in the query determine which fields are returned in the response. 

There's a Metaweb MQL Query Editor for trying out queries. 

Originally published at Hublog on July 31 2007

Wikipedia API

Wikipedia (as MediaWiki) has a couple of APIs for querying and fetching other data: query.php, api.php. 

I was trying to fetch an OpenSearch query, but can't get the response in XML:

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/api.php?action=opensearch&search=CD4&format=xml

  

Fetching information for a page by title works, anyway:

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/api.php?action=query&titles=CD4&format=xml

Originally published at What You’re Doing Is Rather Desperate on 
July 19 2007

Parse the PDB using Bioperl

I think it’s time for a quick Perl tutorial. This week: how to extract PDB entries based on 3 factors: a 
domain that interests you, the number of chains and their length.

Here’s my problem. I’d like a list of structures where a protein kinase has been crystallised with a 
peptide substrate. Unfortunately, a term like “peptide substrate” isn’t a standard annotation that we can 
use to query a structural or sequence database, so we do things somewhat indirectly: 

• First, identify all protein kinase catalytic domains in the PDB 
• Second, keep only those structures with > 1 chain 
• Third, keep only those chains that (a) don’t contain the kinase domain and (b) are less than a 

specified length 
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On a Linux box or similar, we can download our input file from the NCBI FTP server and uncompress it 
like so: 

wget ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/blast/db/FASTA/pdbaa.gz
gunzip pdbaa.gz

The file, pdbaa, contains sequences in fasta format for all protein chains represented in the PDB. 

We also need a HMM, in this case for the protein kinase catalytic domain. Quickest way to grab that is 
to visit the relevant Pfam page, look for the “download HMM” link at the bottom of the page and grab 
the one called Pkinase_ls, saving it as “Pkinase.hmm”. 

The perl script is called fa2chains.pl. It requires the Bioperl core and run libraries and uses the HMMER 
package. There are undoubtedly smaller, more elegant ways to write this code but for demonstration 
purposes, we’re going to use a great big hash. Off we go then, starting with the preamble: 

1  #!/usr/bin/perl -w
2  # fa2chains.pl
3  # use the pdbaa file as input
4  # finds PDBs with > 1 chain and a specific HMM
5  # prints out associated chains <= to specified length
6  use strict;
7  use Bio::SeqIO;
8  use Bio::Tools::Run::Hmmer;
9  use Getopt::Long;
10 use Data::Dumper;
11 my($infile, $hmm, $len);
12 GetOptions('seqfile=s' => \$infile, 'hmm=s' => \$hmm, 'chainlen=i' => \$len);
13 die("Usage = fa2chains.pl --seqfile  --hmm  --chainlen \n")
    if(!$infile || !$hmm || !$len);
14 my $factory = Bio::Tools::Run::Hmmer->new('program' => 'hmmsearch',
                                             'hmm'     => $hmm,
                                             'cut_tc'  => '');
15 ## get chains
16 my %seqs = get_chains();
17 ## get hmm hits
18 &get_hmmhit;
19 ## print
20 &print_output;

First, we load up the required modules (6-10). Next we declare some variables - $infile, $hmm and $len 
(11). Each of these has to be specified on the command line and if they aren’t found, the script will die 
with an error message (12-13). In our example to find chains of 30 residues or less associated with a 
protein kinase, we’d type: 

./fa2chains.pl --seqfile pdbaa --hmm Pkinase.hmm --chainlen 30

On the last line (14) we create a Bio::Tools::Run::Hmmer object. This tells the script that we want to 
run the program hmmsearch, using the input HMM and an option called “cut_tc”; this stands for trusted 
cutoff and means that hits below a certain threshold are rejected. 

Next, we call 3 subroutines called get_chains(), get_hmmhit() and print_output(). Here’s get_chains(): 

21 sub get_chains {
22 my %seqs;
23 my $seqio = Bio::SeqIO->new('-file' => $infile, '-format' => 'fasta');
24 while(my $seqobj = $seqio->next_seq) {
25     if($seqobj->id =~/pdb\|(.*?)\|(w+)/) {
26         $seqs{$1}{$2} = $seqobj->seq;
27                                          }
28                                      }
29 return %seqs;
30 }

http://www.bioperl.org/wiki/Getting_BioPerl
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What we do here is create a Bio::SeqIO object from the fasta file (23) and loop through each sequence 
object in turn, looking at the ID (24-28). All of the IDs look something like this: 

>gi|14488684|pdb|1IHO|A

In this case, our regex will assign the PDB ID, 1IHO, to $1 and the chain, A, to $2. All PDB IDs have at 
least one chain, A. We set up a hash, %seqs where the first key is the PDB ID, the second is the chain 
and the value of the second key is the chain sequence (29). Hash keys have to be unique so in this way, 
we store all chain IDs under the PDB ID key and all sequences under the chain ID key. 

When we run the script it spews warnings like this one: 

-------------------- WARNING ---------------------
MSG: Got a sequence with no letters in it cannot guess alphabet []
---------------------------------------------------

It means exactly what it says and so far as I know, can’t be turned off. Don’t worry about it - you can 
always tack “2>STDERR” on the end of the command line to redirect the message. 

Next, we want to search each sequence with the Pkinase HMM using hmmsearch. Here’s subroutine 
get_hmmhit(): 

31 sub get_hmmhit {
32     for my $pdb (keys %seqs) {
33      if(keys %{$seqs{$pdb}} >= 2) {
34      for my $chain (keys %{$seqs{$pdb}}) {
35          my $seq = Bio::Seq->new('-display_id' => $pdb.$chain,
                                    '-seq' => $seqs{$pdb}{$chain});
37          my $search = $factory->run($seq);
38          while(my $result = $search->next_result) {
39              while(my $hit = $result->next_hit) {
40                  $seqs{$pdb}{'hmm'}  = 'hit';
41                  $seqs{$pdb}{$chain} = 'kinase';
42                                                 }
43                                                   }
44                                          }
45                                   }
46      delete $seqs{$pdb} unless(exists($seqs{$pdb}{'hmm'}));
47                              }
48 }

Here, we’re looping through the keys of %seqs. If we find >1 keys for the chains (33), we create a 
Bio::Seq object from the chain (35) and run our HMMER search (37). This is a very nice Bio::Tools::Run 
feature - you can use a sequence object as input and get a Bio::Search object as output, without 
reading/writing files. If hmmsearch gave a hit, we tag the PDB ID by creating a hash key called ‘hmm’ 
with the value ‘hit’ and replacing the kinase sequence with the value ‘kinase’ (38-43). 

If there is only 1 chain or none of the chains contained a kinase catalytic domain, we delete the entire 
PDB entry from the hash (46) because later on, we’re only interested in “a kinase chain plus something 
else”. 

At this point we can “print Dumper %seqs” to see that all is well; here’s a portion of %seqs: 

$VAR5 = '1CMK';
$VAR6 = {
          'hmm' => 'hit',
          'I' => 'TTYADFIASGRTGRRNAIHDIL',
          'E' => 'kinase'
        };
$VAR7 = '1UKH';
$VAR8 = {
          'A' => 'kinase',
          'hmm' => 'hit',
          'B' => 'RPKRPTTLNLF'



        };

Nearly there. Now we just have to loop though again and print some results using the last subroutine, 
print_output(): 

49 sub print_output {
50     my $out = "";
51     for my $pdb (sort keys %seqs) {
52      delete $seqs{$pdb}{'hmm'};
53          for my $chain (sort keys %{$seqs{$pdb}}) {
54              if($seqs{$pdb}{$chain} ne 'kinase') {
55                  my $length = length($seqs{$pdb}{$chain});
56                                   if($length <= $len) {
57                  $out .= "$pdb\t$chain\t$length\n";
58                                                       }
59                                                  }
60                                                   }
61                                   }
62     print $out;
63 }

We’re looping through %seqs again, looking at the PDB ID keys. First we delete the ‘hmm’ tag, to make 
sifting through the keys easier (52). Next, we look at the value of the chain key. If it’s ‘kinase’, we 
ignore it. If it’s not ‘kinase’ then it’s the sequence of the non-kinase chain(s) (54). We get the length 
(55) and if it’s less than or equal to what we specified as interesting the PDB ID, chain ID and chain 
length are appended to a variable, $out (56-58), which we print out at the end (62). 

Final output looks like this: 

1CMK    I       22
1DS5    E       23
1IR3    B       18
1JBP    S       20
1K3A    B       14
1LEW    B       12
1O6K    C       10
1O9U    B       18
1QMZ    E       7
1RQQ    E       18
1UKH    B       11
1WBP    B       9
2B9H    C       14
2BIL    A       14
2CPK    I       20
2G1T    E       13
2G2F    C       11
2GPH    B       16
2JAM    D       6
2PHK    B       7

We now have a list of chains less than 31 residues long which are associated with a protein kinase 
chain. We don’t know what they are - they could be substrate analogues, inhibitors or fragments of 
other subunits or proteins. However, at least we’ve cut the original fasta file down from over 30 000 
sequences to a list of 20 candidates. It’s now easy enough to visit the PDB website and see what they 
are. 
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Software

Originally published at Trapped in the USA on May 11 2007

Best way to control your Linux Cluster on a Mac

The Mac programming world is abuzz with a new app that’s making jaws drop and drool dribble, in a 
way not seen since er… TextMate. It’s Panic’s new app Coda. What is it? Here’s the blurb from their web-
site: 

So, we code web sites by hand. And one day, it hit us: our web workflow was wonky. 
We’d have our text editor open, with Transmit open to save files to the server. We’d be 
previewing in Safari, running queries in Terminal, using a CSS editor, and reading 
references on the web. “This could be easier,” we realized. “And much cooler.” 

Coda is designed to hit that sweet spot for people who put stuff on web-sites, and that’s why I tried it 
out. After playing with it for a little while, I had the moment of realization that the writers of Coda 
talked about: I saw the pain involved in switching between ftp, terminal, textmate, quicktime, and 
firefox, just to make the smallest change on my website. To wit, I became a convert to Coda, at least 
for web-programming. 

A day later, a funny thing happened, I realized that the workflow in my scientific programming life, 
between my iMac and the Linux cluster that runs my molecular-dynamic simulations, was virtually the 
same. 

I think a lot of you scientific programming types out there are like me. We have a cheap-skate Linux 
cluster that chugs away in the back room doing nasty calculations, while we sweat out most of our 
programming on those lovely Macs in the front room, whilst sipping a cappaccino made on that $1000 
coffee maker in the tea-room. 

So we end up writing our scripts on the mac using textmate, running it our terminal, transferring files 
with scp, and running the scripts on the cluster with ssh. We switch madly between these apps, which, 
looking back, seems a little too polyamorous for my liking. 

Editing files is the biggest pain of all. There is always that annoying choice between (a) editing the file 
remotely on Emacs and suffering the crippling loss of a gui, or (b) editing the file locally with our 
favourite text editor, but needing to copy the file back-and-forth with ftp. 

Coda cuts the gordian knot of this dilemna. Once you log on to your cluster in Coda, you see a similar 
directory sidebar to Textmate, but with the monumental difference being that the files are actually on a 
remote server. Call it Textmate on Remote. And with just a click of the mouse, your files pop up in the 
built-in editor in Coda (licensed from SubEthaEdit), whilst Coda handles the pain of transferring files 
transparently in the background. You can even drag-and-drop files from your cluster straight onto your 
Mac desktop. I’ve even used the ftp sidebar to check the status of files during a job. 

But the killer feature for me is the Terminal. One click gets me into the remote cluster. And Coda 
remembers all your settings, including which files you had opened on the sidebar. It allows you to open 
more than one terminal in well-organized tabs. And since Coda keeps track of sessions, you use Coda 
as a souped-up terminal manager. 

I’ve been using Coda exclusively the last few days, and indeed, I’ve found that my work-flow flows 
better. Before I would have a cluster-fuck of apps running just to get my jobs to run. Now my screen is 
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clear of clutter, as I only have one app running, dedicated to serving all my needs. It might even make 
one believe in monogamy again. 

Originally posted at YOKOFAKUN on July 31 2007

X:Map, a Genome Browser

Tim Yates is one of the latest member who joined the bioinformatics group on 'Nature Network'. Dr 
Yates works as a Research Programmer at the Paterson Institute for Cancer Research. On his web page 
is introduced X:MAP: an interactive, real-time scrollable, genome browser that shows the location of 
individual exon probes with respect to their target genes, transcripts and exons.

 X:Map is a genome browser (http://xmap.picr.man.ac.uk/) which uses the google map API 
and the data from Ensembl. The result is really neat.

see also: AJAXification of genome browsers on NN. 

Originally published at ScienceRoll on June 27 2007

PediDraw: A web-based tool for drawing a pedigree in 
genetic     counseling  

I’ve recently come across a great article on a new and useful webtool (hardcore genetics 2.0). An 
excerpt of the BioMed Central article: 

Drawing a pedigree is a prerequisite in genetic counseling. Currently, most pedigrees 
are drawn by hand or by drawing software. 

We developed an online pedigree drawing tool, PediDraw, which enables users to generate 
pedigrees after inputting the family information step-by-step on web. It outputs a 
pedigree or table to present a family history to the counselors. 

Today, I took a look at it. I created this diagram in about one minute (click to enlarge): 

For a clinical geneticist, it’s an incredibly useful, free webtool. We need such improvements to make 
genetic counseling more appropriate. 

I’m thankful to Min He, one of the authors for the kind help! 
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Originally published at ScienceRoll on July 3 2007

NextBio: the search engine for life sciences data

What a great web 2.0 based site (watch the demo)! Just like you’d use Pubmed, but in a more dynamic 
way: 

NextBio is a web-based scientific data search engine that offers instant access, search 
and collaboration across a vast repository of life sciences information. Our query interface 
makes it easy to ask questions about genes, pathways, study results, disease areas, 
compound treatments and biomarkers, just to name a few. 

Genes, proteins, clinical experimental study result, everything. Give it a shot! 

Computer science

Originally posted at Leah Culver's Stupid Blog on May 30 2007

A Computer Science Degree Doesn’t Hurt (Much)

Yes, yes, I know. Computer Science classes are useless and difficult. It’s okay. I took them too. I hated 
having to study full year of physics, thought my software engineering class was at least two years 
behind the times, learned operating systems and languages that were twice as old as me, and pulled an 
all-nighter at least twice a semester trying to finish a nearly-impossible algorithm (I still hate you, 
Dynamic Programming). 

The practical and obvious reason for a degree is to get a job. Recruiters from all the big software 
companies make the rounds at Universities and completing your degree is a quick way to a cush office 
chair at one of the biggies. 

But if you’re a bit of a punk like me and don’t care much for working in a cubicle, why bother going to 
college at all? There are lots of examples of successful folks who didn’t finish their degrees. Well, there 
are plenty of examples of people who did. And that’s not the point. Does college have anything to offer 
a working programmer? 

I’ve been a working programmer for less than a year now and I’ve been pleasantly surprised to learn 
that the four five years I spent in school weren’t completely wasted. University gave me the opportunity 
to explore different topics in computer science while providing mentors (professors) and colleagues 
(other students) in each topic. Computer science is a wide field and I was surprised at which subjects I 
ended up liking the best. As an aspiring web designer, I probably never would have learned any Perl. 
Yet Web and Internet Programming, taught in Perl, turned out to be the most fun class I took. So I 
ended up loving application development and giving up on design entirely (this blog is a great example 
of my current design skills). 
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Knowing a variety of languages, popular or outdated, seems to have helped me out as well. I recently 
started learning Python and saw obvious similarities between languages I knew from school, like Java 
and C++. It came as a surprise to me that Python doesn’t currently have any type of switch/case 
statement. However, Python developers often use a series of unnamed functions, lambdas, to simulate 
a switch/case statement. No problem, I know lambda well from a first-year computer science class I 
took in Scheme. Scheme, that obscure language that I thought I’d never use. 

Another advantage of a traditional computer science education is the ability to gauge optimization (pay 
attention to the lectures on normalization and asymptotic notation). As a web developer I care a lot 
about optimization. Efficiency is the key to responsive web applications and throwing huge, expensive 
servers at scaling problems won’t help if your database design is inefficient or your code is redundant 
and sloppy. Not that my code is ever sloppy… 

Okay, so the classes are HARD. That’s the best part. Getting your ass kicked gives a bit of perspective 
into the working world of programming. There are HARD problems. HARD problems are fun. The great 
developers that I know are always trying to tackle tough problems and expand their knowledge. I do 
not know a single rock star developer that shies away from a programming problem because it appears 
too difficult. They would all say, “bring it” (and they would all readily admit times when a program got 
the better of them.) 

So the decision is really up to the individual. Just don’t be too quick to bitch about a computer science 
degree. Just think of all those classes in linear algebra, who ever uses those? 

Originally published at ongoing on July 21 2007

What XML Means

XML’s tenth birthday is coming up next spring; here’s my sound-bite on What It All Means. XML is the 
first successful instance of a data packaging system that is simultaneously (human) language-
independent and (computer) system-independent. It’s the existence proof that such a thing can be built 
and be useful. Is it the best choice for every application? Is it the most efficient possible way to package 
up data? Is it the last packaging system we’ll ever need? Silly questions: no, no, and no. JSON is 
already a better choice for packaging up arrays and hashes and tuples. RNC is a better choice for 
writing schema languages. A classic Unix-flavor file containing ordinary lines of ordinary text is the best 
choice of all, whenever you can get away with it. XML’s still a decent option, probably the best, for 
interchanging things that are (at least in part) meant to be read by humans. It could be improved. It 
might be replaced. Wouldn’t surprise me, either way.

Joys of research

Originally published at business|bytes|genes|molecules on July 
18 2007

Could peer production work for biological annotation?

Curating annotations in for biological informatics is hard. There are companies that have many people 
searching through literature looking for protein-protein interactions and other similar relationships. A 
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large part of what makes some databases more attractive is the level of curation, manual or otherwise. 
What if we could change the way that this goal is achieved, perhaps via some of the same resources 
that we are using the tech world? Many of us have talked about Freebase and its possibilities. Earlier 
today I was reading up a little on Phrasetrain, a local Seattle company that is using peer production to 
create a natural language technology. I am not quite sure how it works, although I have signed up for 
the beta. From their About page (emphasis mine)

Phrasetrain is a small new technology company in Seattle, Washington. Our vision is to 
draw on the power of peer production to create a new kind of natural language 
technology, and to use that technology to improve text search on the web. 

  

Some natural language companies claim to create artificial intelligence. We make no such 
claim. One of our core principles is that the genius of language is in people, not machines. 
We want to aggregate the linguistic intelligence of our users in a way that 
benefits all of them. 

Now, I am not sure this would work at all, but combining the two concepts mentioned above with the 
knowledge of the life science community could help us create community powered resources, open to 
all, with some level of quality. Perhaps something like this exists, but not quite like what I have in mind. 
In the comments to Pierre’s post on Freebase, Pedro remarks “Most of the boring job in bioinformatics 
is getting hold of the data, …”. What if we could put the data in Freebase, or something similar, and then 
combine the semantic power of that system with a community-generated approach, our collective 
intelligence as it were, to curate and annotate the data. Wouldn’t be perfect, but it might just work. 

Normally, I am not the biggest supporter of the wisdom of crowds, and perhaps I am to vain, naive or 
both, but if there was a collective wisdom, perhaps it might just be found in the scientific community. 

Further reading:
Bringing the wisdom of crowds to peer review
Chris Anderson on the “Wisdom of Crowds”
Freebase - The scientists perscpective 

Originally posted at O'Really? on July 3 2007 

Questions for Larry and Sergey

The second scifoo camp organised by Nature Publishing Group, O’Reilly and Google is fast approaching. 
I’m looking forward to attending and meeting all the other foo campers, who look like an eclectic bunch 
of scientists. It will also be fun to have a look around the Googleplex headquarters in California and 
experience an unconference style event. According to some of the promotional material, there may be a 
chance to meet Google co-founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin. So I’m wondering, given the chance, 
what interesting questions could you ask them? 

Here is my short list of topics for conversation: 

1. It’s taking you both a long time to finish your PhD’s, about ten years or so. When are you 
expecting to submit? (cheeky grin) Do you think Stanford University will ever award you an 
honorary doctorate? 

2. Following the invesment in biotech startup 23andMe (see Google goes biotech) what are googles 
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plans in the healthcare and biotech industry? In the future, what new products and services 
geared towards biotechnology and bioinformatics might Google offer? 

3. Privacy is an ever growing issue, both for scientists and the general public, as more desktop 
applications move to the web. How can individuals protect their privacy on the web when their 
personal data can be commercially valuable? 

4. The recent rise of Celebrities sequencing their own Genomes has alarmed many scientists. 
Where do you stand on the controversial issue of personal genomics? Is DNA mania spinning out 
of control? 

5. Google Scholar is a handy service used by Scientists all over the world. Does Google have any 
plans to broaden and extend these sorts of services to the scientific community? For example, 
can we expect services like Google Metabolic Maps anytime soon? How would you go about 
creating these applications? 

I’m sure there are plenty of other juicy topics for conversation, I should get around to posting some of 
these to the sci foo wiki . I think scifoo will be scifun, or as Timo Hannay puts it a ’ giant, manic, 
weekend-long dinner party for geeks ’. 

Originally published at Brighten the Corners on May 19 2007

Trouble in the message centre

The hardest part of what I do, I’m becoming convinced, is trying to tell people what it is. I sometimes 
get the bus into my lab, and while I’m waiting, someone at the stop’ll ask me… 

Passenger: So, what do you do? 

Me: Oh, I work in the Chemistry labs, down on Lensfield Road. 

Passenger: Student? 

Me: No, I finished my PhD earlier this year; I’m a researcher. 

Passenger: So, what do you do? Make new drugs? 

Me: Um, no… I’m a theoretician, I guess. I’m working on identifying concepts in chemistry in ways 
computers can understand so we can use them to process the results of simulations. 

Passenger: —silence— 

C’mon, can you blame them? Even most chemists’d probably find what I do a little abstruse for their 
taste. The thing is, though, it’s still really frustrating. 

When I was a kid, I got into the ‘hard sciences’ mostly, if truth be told, because I did well at them at 
school and because I had some really inspirational teachers. (I doubt they’ll read this, but if they do, 
thank you.) I always really looked forward to the arts subjects, though, and English in particular, 
because they gave you a chance to really get inside someone’s head; in both senses, both by stepping 
inside someone else’s work and by getting your own words out there. There was something there to be 
really passionate about, and it was the communication, the contact. 

I’m working on a couple of papers at the moment, and they’re proving very, very heavy going. I love 
the craft of writing — language for its own sake — but journal articles are all graft. Writing papers is 
what we do because we have to; without them, we don’t get jobs, but they’re only a shadow of why we 
do the work. A paper’s a technical document, but it doesn’t have any of the passion, determination, 
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love that we put into what we do. Does anyone really enjoy reading papers? Seriously, I can remember 
finding papers enlightening, or admiring the authors’ cleverness and ingenuity, but it’s cold and 
cerebral. Academic publication is, by its nature, passionless. “We performed this experiment because J. 
Q. Nobel-Laureate[3] suggested in 1987…”. No. We did the experiment because we wanted to find a 
new drug, or because we wanted to prove someone right (or someone wrong), or for a bet, or because 
it was there. We did it because, for whatever reason, we cared. 

I can’t but feel that it’s that passion that convinces the public, that passion that inspires our colleagues, 
passion that makes us work nights and wake up the following morning with a new idea buzzing around 
our synapses. Journals don’t catch any of that. Seminars do, sometimes. That’s why I loved writing and 
delivering that Web 2.0 seminar earlier this year; it’s because I really believe in it. I worked really hard 
on it - spent an entire weekend juggling index cards to string the narrative together - because it was 
something I believed in, and I wanted to convince people. 

The thing is, though, if we’re not passionate about our work, who’s going to do it for us? We need the 
academic publishing; the accurate, dispassionate, detailed, reproducible record of how we spend our 
lives - but we need something else too. We need the human story. 
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